1 Introduction "I%sting a large numerical linear Mgebr,_ library such as LAPACK [3] requires generating ma.ny different kinds of test matrices. For example, LAPACK contains linear equatimt solving routines for real and complex matrices which may be symmetric, ttermitian or nonsymmetric, banded or dense, packed or unpacked, positive definite or indefinite, and so on. Thorough testing re_,:uires test matrices with a range of condition numbers and scalings (i.e., with norms near the overflow and underflow thresholds).
3.'here are similar requirements for testing the eigendecomposition (and singular value decomposition) routines. To meet this need we have developed a suite of test matrix generation software written in standard FoFCrRAN 77 which genen_tes random mM,rices with various coptrolled properties. For example, one eption permits the generation of random real rectangular matrices with singular values forming a geometric sequence between 1 and a user specified condition number, and with user c.pecified upper and lower bandwidths.
Of course, not all options can be specified independently;
for example, there is no known way to generate nontriviM random nonsymmetric matrices with a given spectrum and arbitrary given upper and lower bandwidths.
The software we describe checks for consistency among the specified matrix properties.
The soft.ware can 'also generate consistent random examples in the sense that one can generate random matrices differing only in their storage scheme (dense vs. packed vs. banded), or in the order of _he their rows and columns.
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¥ Tile three main routines we have developed are called xLATMR, xLA%'MS and xLATME. The leading 'x' may be 'S' (for single precision real (REAL)), 'D' (for double precision real (DOUBLE PRECISION)), 'C' (for single precision complex (COMPLEX)) and 'Z' (for double precision complex (DOUBLE COMPLEX)).xLATMR ge[mrates matrices with random offdiagonal entries, xLATMS generates both random symmetric matrices with given eigenvalues and bandwidth, and random nonsymmetric matrices with given singular values and bandwidth. xLATME generates random nonsymmetric matrices with given eigenvalues and either a given Jordan form (with certain restrictions) or given condition number for its eigenproblem. The routines can generate output in any legal LAPACK storage scheme (dense, packed, or banded).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sections 2, 3 and 4 present high level descriptions of xLATMR, xLATMS and xLATME, respectively.
Section 5 discusses naming and semantic conventions for common arguments of the three routines. Sections 6, 7 and 8 present the detailed calling sequence of the three routines. Finally, section 9 has implementation notes. All variable names and FORTRAN fragments will appear in typewriter font.
2 xLATMR --High Level Description xLATMR can generate matrices with random offdiagonal entries and given diagonal. It is the simplest (and f_stest) of the three routines in the suite, and permits no direct control over the eigenvalues or singular values of the generated matrix. It is also fast and space efficient because the both the time and space required to generate a band matrix are proportional to the number of entries inside the desired bandwidth rather than the square of the matrix dimension; this efficiency is not generally possible if we wish to specify the spectrum of the resulting matrix. A high level description of its operation is as follows"
(1) Generate a matrix A with random entries. The probability distribution used for real random number generation may be chosen from uniform on (0, 1), uniform on (-1, 1), and normal with zero mean and unit variance (normM(0, i)). For generating complex random numbers we may chose to have real and imaginary parts independently chosen from uniform on (01 1), from uniform on (-1, 1), or from normal (0, 1), as well as to have the complex number chosen uniformly from the unit disk in the complex plane. A may be nonsymmetric, symmetric (rem or complex), or ttermitian (complex only).
('2) Set the diagona,l of A to D (an array), where the entries of D may be computed as follows (N is the matrix dimension)"
1. Input by the user. (5) Set ran'dom entries of A to zero, if desired, to get a matrix with a given fraction of zero entries.
(6) Make A a band matrix, if desired, by zeroing out its entries outside given upper arid lower bandwidths. If two calls to xLATMtt differ only in the desired packing, they will generate mathematically equivalent matrices; this is convenient for testing routines which accept matrices in different storage schemes. If two calls to xLATMl_ both specify m:_trices with full bandwidth, and differ only in the order in which they permute the rows and columns (and possibly in the packing), then the matrices generated will differ only in the order of the rows and columns, and otherwise contMn the same data. This consistency (which clearly cannot be attained for banded matrices, since permutations generally destroy any band structure) is useful for testing linear system solvers which perform pivoting. upper and lower bandwidths. The space required to generate an n by n matrix is n'-+ O(n) l even if the matrix has a small bandwidth, and generally takes time O(n_). The reason for these time and space requirements is that a dense matrix must be reduced to banded form in a process analogous to reducing a symmetric matrix to tri_iiagonal form by ttouseholder transformations [6] . The same packing options as for xLATMtL are also available. A high level description of its operation is as f0U.ows:
(1) Set the d;agonal of the matrix A to D, where the entries of D can be chosen using the same options as for xLATMR. The entries of D will be the eigenvMues (and/or singular v_lues) of the final matrix. 4 xLATME --High Level Description xLATME can generate random nonsymmetric matrices with given eigenvalues, a given condition number for the eigenvalues and/or Jord,_n form (with certes.in restrictions), and a given one-sided bandwidth.
Thus, for example, we can generate random ttessenberg matrices with given eigenvalues and sensitivities; this is useful for testing QK iteration algorithms for the nonsymmetric eigenproblem.
Only dense storage is provided, since the nonsymmetric eigenroutines only work on matrices in dense storage format, xLATME uses n2 + O(n) space and O(n 3) time for the s_me reasons as xLATMS.
A high level description of its operation is as follows:
(1) Set the diagonal of the matrix A to D, where D is specified as for xLATMtL and xLATMS.
(2) If A is real and complex conjuga, te pairs of eigenvalues are desired, ¢'ertain pairs of adjacent elements of D are interpreted as the real and imaginary parts of a complex conjugate pair of eigenvalues, and A is made block diagonal with 2 by 2 blocks in the corresponding locations. If D is input by the user, the user also specifies which entries are to be interpreted as real and imaginary parts of complex conjugate eig_:npairs. If D is not input by the user, each pair of adjacent entries mo,y be r_tndomly designated either as a pair of real eigenvalues or ns real and imaginary parts of an eigenpair.
(3) The upper triangle of ._ may be filled with random numbers if desired, which may be chosen with the same range of options ,-ts for xLATMR.. This option may be used to partially control the Jordan form of A as follows: If A has any multiple eigenvalues (as determined by the last two steps), and the upper triangle is filled in, then there will be ex_tctly one Jordan block per distinct eigenvalue; such a matrix is caJled defective. If the upper triangle is not filled in, there will only be 1 by 1 blocks in the Jord_tn form, ,even if there _tre multiple eigenvalues; such a matrix is called derogatory.
(4) A may be premultiplied by a random matrix S and postmultiplied by S -I, if desired. ttere, S _s a random dense nonsymmetric matrix whose six,_gular vai,jes DS may be chosen with the same options as D in xLATMR. This option may be used to control the condition of A's eigenproblem as follows: We assume the upper triangle has not been filled in in the last step. Then the most sensitive eigenvalue of A will have sensitivity appro_ma, tely equal to _ --max;IDS(i)l / min; ]DS(i)I , where sensitivity means that a perturbation of norm e in A will cause a change an eigenvalue by at most appro,vdmately r;. e [6, 2] . The approximation arises because the true sensitivity need only be within a factor _ (the dimension of A) of the condition number of SX, where
X" is a diagonal matrix chosen so that the columns of SX have equ,_l norm. In general, the columns of S will not differ too much in norm, so that the c_,ndition number of the eigenproblem may indeed be approximately controlled with this approach.
(5) Either the upper or lower bandwidth (but not both) may be reduced to any positive value desired.
(6) Sc,'-deA, if desired, to have a given maximum absolute entry.
Common Argument Conventions
As can be seen from the last three sections, the three test matrix genecators share various arguments and argument conventions.
To simplify tile later description of the detailed calling sequences, we collect those common conventions in this section. They are In addition, we follow the convention that character arguments are one character (CHARACTER* t) and case independent.
Irt this document we will always use upper case, although the software recognizes lower case as well.
The output matrix is denoted A, and has Mrows and Ncolumns. IfA must be square, only Nis given. LDA is the leading dimension of )`in the calling routine; therefore within the test matrix generator A is dimensioned as A(LDA,*). A may be RE)`L,COMPLEX, DOUBLEPRECISION or DOUBLECOMPLEX.M, N and LD), are integers. All arguments are read-only.
Probability Distribution _ DIST
DIST is a read-only CHARACTER*Ivariable. If A is real (REAL or DOUBLEPRECISION), the following options are available for DIST:
If A is complex (COMPLEX or DOUBLECOMPLEX.), the following options are available for DIST:
DIST -----_U' --Both real and imaginary parts are independent and uniformly distributed on (0,1).
DIST --_S' --Both real and imaginary parts are independent and uniformly distributed on (-1, 1).
DIST _ _N_ --Both real and imaginary parts are independent and normally distributed with zero mean and unit variance.
DIST --'D' --
The complex number is uniformly distributed inside the unit disk in the colnplex plane.
5.3
Random Number Generator Seed-ISEED ISEED is an array of 4 integers, which are the seeds of the random num'0er generator. The random number generator will operate identically on any machine with at least 24 bit integers, and generate a random number sequence with period 24s. By specifying ISEED on entry, a specific random sequence can be generated. ISEED is modified by the routines.
Symmetry-SYM
SYMis a read..only CHARACTER, i variable, lt has the following interpretations (in all cases A may be real or complex):
There are various array arguments like D which are meant to be the diagonal entries of matrices. All of them may be computed using the options MODEand COND;only some use DMAX and RSIGN as well. In ali cases, D is an array of n REAL, DOUBLEPRECISION, COMPLEX or DOUBLECOMPLEXnumbers which may be modified by the routine (n may equM either N or M,depending on the Situation). MODE ts a read.-only integer. CONDis a read-only REALor DOUBLEPRECISION variable, which must be at least 1 if it is referenced.. DMAX is a read-only variable of the same type as D. RSIGN is a read-only CHARACTER,1variable. MODEand COND are interpreted as follows:
MODE= 0 --O is supplied on entry by the user, ill which case it is not modified by the If DMAX is specified as weil, each D is scaled by DMAX/maxl lD(i)], so that the ma_ximum absolute entry is IDMAX I. Note that DMAXmay be negative (or complex).
If RSIGN is specified, it has the following meaning:
is multiplied by +1 or --1 with a .5 probability. If D is complex, each D(i) is multiplied by an independent random number r uniformly distributed on the unit circle (thus r has unit absolute value). 
PACK m 'U' --
Zero out all the subdiagonal entries, but store A in dense format. This is allowed only if A is symmetric or ttermitian.
PACK --'L'-
Zero out all the superdiagonal entries, but store A in dense format. This is allowed only if A is symmetric or Hermitian.
PACK --'C' --
Store the upper triangle columnwise. This is allowed o,fly irA is symmetric, tIermitian or upper triangular. This is a packed format, requiring about half the space of dense storage.
PACK ----'It' --
Store the lower triangle columnwise. This is allowed only if Ais symmetric, Hermitian or lower triangular. This is a packed format, requiring about half the space of dense storage.
PACK -" 'B' --
Store the lower triangle in band storage format. This is allowed only if A is symmetric, Hermitian or lower triangular. To illustrate this storage scheme, suppose the original matrix is Thus, the columns of the band storage format correspond to columns of the original matrix, and rows of the band storage format correspond to diagonals of the original matrix. This is true for the PACK= 'Q' and PACK= _Z' options below as well. Many of the arguments were described in the last section, so we only describe the new ones and variations here.
PACK --'Q_
6.1 Symmetry m SYM SYM was described in the last section, but we describe it here again because one of its possible values does not apply to xLATIvIR: 'P' (for positive semidefinite). The only allowable options are 'N' for nonsymmetric, 'S' for symmetric (real or complex), and 'H' for Itermitian (same as 'S' for real matrices).
Grading --GRADE, DL, MODEL, CONDL, DR, MODER, CONDR
GRADE isa read-only CHARACTER*Ivariable whichspecifies ifthematrixA istobe pre-or postmultiplied by diagonM matrices withdiagonal entries DL and DR,respectively. GRADE --_N'--No grading.
GRADE = _L'--A ispremultiplied by diag(DL).
Tldsisallowed onlyifA isnonsymmetric.
GRADE -----_IR.' --A ispostmultiplied by diag(DR). Thisisallowed onlyifA isnonsymrnetric.

GRADE--_B'--
A is premultiplied by diag(DL) and postmultiplied by diag(DR). This is allowed only if A is nonsymmetric.
GRADE----_S' ---t is pre-and postmultiplied by diag(DL). This is allowed only if A is symmetric or nonsymmetric,
but not complex Hermitian.
GRADE--_H' --
A is premultiplied by diag(DL) and postmultiplied by the complex conjugate of diag(DL). This is allowed only if A is nonsymmetric or Hermitian, but not complex symmetric.
GRADE--_E' --Ais premultiplied by diag(DL) and postmultiplied by the inverse of diag(DL). This is allowed only if A is nonsymmetric.
This preserves the original eigenvalues.
DLis specified by MODEL and CONDL just as D is specified by MODE and COND.DR is specified by MODER and CONDRthe same way.
6.3
Pivoting _ PIVTNG and IPIVOT PIVTNG is a read-only CHARACTER,1variable which specifies how the rows and columns of A are to be permuted. IPIV0T is a read-only integer array which specified the order itself. PIVTNG is interpreted as follows:
PIVTNG -----_L' _ Left or row pivoting. A must be nonsymmetric.
PIVTNG --'1_' -_ Right or column pivoting. A must be nonsymmetric.
PI'qTNG =z _B' or _F' _-Both or Full pivoting, i.e., on both sides, A must be square.
The IPIV0T array specifies the permutation used. After the basic matrix is generated, the rows, columns, or both are permuted. If, say, row pivoting is selected, xLATMR starts with the last row and interchanges the M-th and IPIVOT( M)-th rows, then moves to the next to last row, interchanging the (M-1)-st and the IPIVOT(M-1)-st rows, and so on. In terms of '2-cycles', the permutation is (1 IPIVOT(1)) (2 IPIVOT (2))...(M IPIVOT(M)) where the rightmost cycle is applied first. This is the inverse of the effect of pivoting in LINPACK or LAPACK. The idea is that factoring (with pivoting) an identity matrix which has been inverse-pivoted in this way should result in a pivot vector output fi'om LAPACK or LINPACK identical to IPIV0T.
6.4
Sparsifying --SPARSE This read-only variablemust be between 0 and i, inclusive.For each matri× entry an independent random variabler uniformly distributedon (0,i) isgenerated and compared to SPARSE. If r > SPARSE, the matrix entry is unchanged, but ifr < SPARSE, the matrix entry is setto zero (preservingsymmetry ifthe matrix issymmetric or Hermitian). Thus, on average a fractionSPARSE of the entrieswillbe set to zero. If SPARSE = O, no entries willbe setto zero.
Workspace --IWORK
This integer workspace array must have dimension as large as IPIVOT, if IPIVOT is referenced (PIVTNG # 'N').
+ 7 xLATMS --Detailed Calling Sequence
Here is the specifica.tion of the ca/ling sequence for xLATMS: Here, typel and type2 are defined just as for xLATMR. As before, we only describe the arguments which were not completely described in section 5. 
"Workspace ---WORK
The array WORK,which has the same type as A, must be dimensioned at least 3 •max(M, N). It is modified by the program.
8 xLATME---Detailed Calling Sequence
Here is the specification of the ca_ling sequence for xLATME: Here, typel and type2 are deterrnirled just as for xLATMR and xLATMS. As befi_re, we only discuss the arguments .not completely described in section in section 5. ! an independent random number r is chosen which has takes the values ±1, with probability .5. If r ==+1, the pair is treated a.s two real eigenvalues, and if r = -1, the pair is treat.cd as the rem and imaginary parts of a cotnplex conjugate pair of eiger_vMues, and incorporated into lt _ in (5) .
When Ais complex, the ei.gen,._alucs are determined as follows. D is first computed from MODE,COI_D,DM,_X as described in section 5. Then, if l_SIGff= "I", and MODE.is 
diag(DS).
V is a random matrix. }{ere, U and ¢" are random orthogortal (or unitary) matrices, and DS is constructed from MODESand COND. _ just a_sD is constructed from MODEand COND(see section 5). If SIM = 'F', this pre-and postmultiplication is not performed. The condition number n -: maxi IDS(i){/min_ !DS(i){ of S approx_imately determines the sensitivity of A's eigenproblem _s described in section 4.
8.4
Band'width --KL, KU
As before, KLis the lower bandwidth and RUEsthe upper bandwidth. However, at most one of them may be less than N -1, i.e., less than full bandwidth, and both must be positive. This is because no way is known to generate nontriviM ra.ndorn nonsymmetric matrices with fixed spectrum and arbitrary bandwidth. If a triangular matrix (KL = 0 or KU=: 0) is desired, set SIM = 'F' sm that no multiplication by S and S "'l is performed. We use a method developed by Stewart [7] , which we just outline here, The followin, g pseudocode shows how to postmultiply a given matrix A by a random orthogonal (unitary) matrix U:
for i = 2 to n generate a vector v with i entries each of wtt.ich is art independent normal (0, i) random real (complex) number let z be an n-vector whose first n -i entries are zero and the remainder equal v Let H 'be an n by n Householder transformation which reduces the vector x to one whose only nonzero entry is at location n -i + 1 apply the t{ouseholder transformation to A: A +-. AH endfor fori= 1,ton multiply the i-rh column of A by an independent real (complex) random rmmber which equals-kl with pro'. ability .5 (is uniformly distributed on the unit circle) endfor Thus, U is represented as a, product of random Householder transformations and a ! random diagonal orthogonal (unitary) matrix. Tile r,_ndom orthogonal (unitary) matrix generated is distributed according to H_ar mea.sure [7] , which is analogous to the uniform distribution.
In other words, if U is a set of orthogonM (unitary) _natrices with probability #, then the sets P. U and U • P, where P is any fixed orthogonal (unitary) matrix, _Iso have probability p,.
The subroutine, xLAROR, also permits premultiplication U • A, as weil _s U. A • U7" and U. A. U" (conjugate transpose).
9.2
Accuracy Limitations
Any option which requires multiplication by orthogon,_l, unitary or other dense matrices within the test suite will introduce rounding errors which may obscure tiny eigenvalues or singular vMues. In particular, ire is the machine precision, then the true eigenvalues or singuIa, r values of the A computed by xLATMS will differ from their prescribed values by as much a_sO(ellAll ) ([tAil .is the largest absolute eigenv,'due or singular value). In particular, tiny eigenvalues or siv_sular values may have large absolute errors. This effect is even more pronounced ill the case of xLATME, since eigeavalue;, of a nonsymmetric matrix may be extremely sensitive to perturbations, a,s discussed in section. 4. In fact, if the matrix is chosen to have all zero eigenvalues, UPPER = 'T' so th,_.re is just one Jorda.a block, and SIM = 'T' sv that there is pre-and postmultiplication by 'lense matrices, the true eigenw_lues may be _s large a_ O(el/n), where n is the dimension This sensitivity is inherent in the problem [6] _
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